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Foreword
Everyone in America should be able to use High-Performance Broadband.
For all that has changed since the Benton Institute released Broadband for America’s Future: A Vision for the
2020s, this goal remains paramount.
In October 2019, we said that connecting our entire nation through High-Performance Broadband would
bring remarkable economic, social, cultural, and personal benefits. We said that open, affordable, robust
broadband is the key to all of us reaching for—and achieving—the American Dream.
We did not know that the world would change, permanently, with the spread of COVID-19, nor how
poignantly our digital divides would be revealed—and deepened.
We did not know that millions would lose their jobs, unemployment would linger, economic growth would
nosedive, and many businesses would face retrenchment if not extinction.
We did not know that students of all ages would be forced to connect with teachers and classmates via
teleconferencing from home or, if they were on the wrong side of the digital divide, from library or fast-food
parking lots.
We did not know that telehealth would become a pressing national need—not just in the treatment of
COVID-19, but as a way to provide safe access to health care generally.
We did not know that people would be blocked from government services not because of closed offices, but
because of insufficient bandwidth.
Now we know that universal and affordable High-Performance Broadband is more than a goal—it is a necessity.
We ask you now to do more than just join the conversation; we ask that you lend your voice in demanding
that policymakers ensure everyone has affordable access to, and can use, the essential service of our time.
The strength of High-Performance Broadband is that it will—if fully accessible to all in America—help solve
some of our most critical challenges and help people overcome key barriers regardless of where they live and
who they are.
Last year we asked you to imagine each community enabled to identify and build on its strengths and employ
technology accordingly.
This year we say we can’t wait any longer to make it happen. We must start addressing at-home internet
access not as a troubling issue, but as a civil rights emergency in need of a comprehensive solution. We ask for
Broadband for America Now since our current crises demand it.
Adrianne B. Furniss, Executive Director
Benton Institute for Broadband & Society
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Foreword

I

Broadband for America Now

Think back just a year. In October 2019, the Benton Institute for Broadband & Society issued Broadband
for America’s Future: A Vision for the 2020s.1 The agenda was comprehensive, constructed upon achievements
in communities and insights from experts across the nation. The report outlined the key building blocks of
broadband policy—deployment, competition, community anchor institutions, and digital equity (including
affordability and adoption). The agenda called for everyone to be able to use High-Performance Broadband by
the end of the decade.
When we released the report last fall, we promised a refresh in 2020 because we knew there were issues that
required additional development and more success stories that needed to be told.
What we did not know was that the world would be changed permanently by COVID-19, creating health,
economic, and social crises, resulting in the worst economic setback in America in decades and unveiling a
connectivity crisis that spans rural and urban places, threatening to create an even more divided America.
Before he passed, Congressman John Lewis told us, “Access to the Internet … is the civil rights issue of
the 21st century.”2 There are almost three times as many people without broadband in urban/metro places
than in rural places,3 and lack of broadband adoption is greater among Black, Hispanic, and lower-income
households.4 Federal Communications Commissioner Geoffrey Starks, joined by civil rights leaders, explained,
“Our historic failure to close the digital divide has had a devastating effect on communities of color in both
rural and urban America.”
America has suffered, but we have also awoken to critical truths that we have known but failed to fully act upon.
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We awoke to the importance of broadband as a tool for helping people navigate societal challenges, in this
case COVID-19. No longer can it be denied that everyone needs High-Performance Broadband at home
so they can lead healthy, productive lives. The communities most disparately impacted by COVID-19 were
among those most likely to lack the requisite connectivity to safely shelter in place.
We awoke to the importance of broadband as a tool for helping our society to be more equitable, inclusive,
and sustainable. We have been reminded anew that growing income inequality is a threat to American
prosperity, to individual economic opportunity, and to democracy itself.
Indeed, the pandemic has exacerbated the long-term trend toward greater and greater income inequality that
we highlighted in Broadband for America’s Future 5 as disproportionate harm has been visited on low-income
workers, communities of color, and young people. In the summer of 2020, some were predicting a “K” shaped
recovery6—good news for people who hold financial assets like stocks and bonds, bad news for blue-collar
workers and owners of small businesses. In a world in which the impact of COVID has disproportionately
stricken people of color and frontline workers, the present crises threaten to further limit individual opportunity.
Talent that goes to waste is talent that cannot rebuild our nation. Society as a whole loses when disconnected
communities are unable to get online. Structural racism robs people of dignity while imposing multiple
harms on the ability of people of color to experience economic mobility and access needed health care and
education. In early October 2020, Jeb Bush called for national investment to bring broadband to every area of
America, ensuring the ability to reach rural areas and people who cannot afford broadband. This would create
a world in which “everyone would rise up as we gain access to the full spectrum of talents in our population.”7
Moving online for school, work, and health care is increasing the divide between the connected and the un- or
under-connected in an unprecedented way, leaving millions at risk of falling even further behind.
We have been starkly reminded, as well, to threats to our democracy. To speak and be heard, to engage in
civic discourse, to participate in the political and electoral process all increasingly require broadband. Thus,
lack of connectivity harms democracy by further disenfranchising our nation’s most vulnerable, marginalized
populations, making it more challenging to register to vote, request an absentee ballot,8 and participate fully
in a more inclusive, democratic future. Access to the justice system is also important for a healthy democratic
society. Sadly, this may also become even more timely as evictions start to rise.9
High-Performance Broadband available to everyone in America is an important ingredient for a more just
America, a healthier society, and an economy that offers true opportunity for everyone.
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II

The COVID-19 Crisis Demonstrates That America
Needs High-Performance Broadband Now
As we near the end of 2020, we need to inject a new sense of urgency into implementing equitable broadband
policies.
Even after the present health crisis passes, the world is not going back to the way it was. Old views (which is
to say circa 2019)—about how broadband connections are used and who needs to be connected—should no
longer limit our vision going forward.
That is why we concentrate first and foremost on the manner in which residential broadband usage has
changed and is changing—not just during this health crisis but after it ends. We should construct broadband
policy based on the ways people use broadband, and that has changed drastically.
Thus, for each of our areas of emphasis, new ambitions have grown out of past analysis:

● Digital Equity: Making affordable High-Performance Broadband available to low-income, unserved,
and underserved populations (Black, brown, and rural)—accompanied by training in digital skills
that empowers users to make the most of their connections—will contribute to a more equitable
society.

● Deployment: In a world in which the talents of all people matter, broadband infrastructure
investment is a necessary economic strategy. There is no reason to saddle any rural and urban area
with second-rate broadband.

● Competition: Americans should not have to pay more (in dollars, in sacrificed quality, or in delayed
innovation) merely because public policy has failed to promote competition effectively.

● Community Anchor Institutions: Using broadband to fulfill their missions, these institutions should
be able to reach users wherever they are—from dining room tables to spare bedrooms to parking
lots—and serve as launching pads for communitywide access.
This essay offers our key recommendations by describing the likely pattern of changing broadband usage once
the present crisis recedes, and by emphasizing how federal, state, tribal, and local governments should work
together to implement a comprehensive broadband agenda.
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III

The COVID-19 Crisis Reveals a Digital Chasm
That Will Remain Even After the Current
Health Crisis Passes

We’re not going back to broadband circa 2019. Every aspect of life is going to have a significant virtual
component from here on.
That’s the lesson we’ve learned in 2020 about the use of broadband networks by people in their homes.
Residential broadband access has become crucial to work and learn, to schedule and attend remote visits with
a doctor, and to remain connected with family and friends—with multiple members of the household online
at the same time. And Americans recognize this need: A Pew research study found that 87% of Americans
viewed the internet as essential or important during the pandemic.10
As Mike Lynch, the cable and broadband officer for the City of Boston, said earlier this year, “The work is not
done. Everybody discovered over the last six months that connectivity is a must-have, and people who may
not have been that interested or didn’t see the immediate need are now pressed into understanding that we
have a need for connectivity.”11
We are living in a world where the pandemic required us to move our lives online. Seemingly overnight, we
had to learn how to do activities online that were previously performed overwhelmingly in person. With these
new skills and a new environment in which participation in society is ever more reliant on broadband, change
will certainly come to all manner of pursuits.
This new dynamic translates into greater need, but also greater opportunity. Having been forced to use
broadband more than in the past, people have learned how to videoconference and, in general, be better at
what they do online.12 That experience, and the continuing challenges of a post-crisis world, will bend the
curve of broadband usage upward. Greater demand for services over broadband networks offers the prospect
of better supply of broadband-enabled services, which will, in turn, attract greater demand. That’s what
positive feedback loops create: a dynamic system of mutually reinforcing improvement.
To better understand the importance of broadband going forward, we consider work, learning, health care, and
the delivery of government services. But we remember that broadband is not just about these activities: True
social justice requires that public policy empower lasting change so everyone may fully participate in our society.

Work
Nick Bloom, an economist at Stanford, explains the changes in work from home this way: “Before COVID,
five percent of working days were spent at home. During the pandemic, this increased eightfold to 40
9
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percent a day. And post-pandemic, the number will likely drop to 20 percent.”13 Thus we can expect greater
usage of remote work for those who can (about 40 percent of employees, by one calculation).14 Bloom offers
three key reasons for this change. First, those people who can telecommute will be reluctant to be in crowded
areas, elevators, and public transportation. Second, employers and employees have invested time and money
into working from home—creating workspaces and learning how to navigate various videoconferencing
technologies. Third, the notion that people can’t work effectively from home has largely dissipated.15
Unfortunately, not all people will enjoy the same opportunities to work from home, and not all physical
communities will benefit from the work-from-home boom. Already, remote work is concentrated among
high-income earners16 in urban or suburban areas.17 And racial disparities in other aspects of society also arise
with telework: Non-Hispanic white and Asian workers are more likely to telework than Black and Hispanic
workers.18
Digital skills have become critical for the entire workforce, and jobs that have
traditionally not relied on technology may add new technological demands. A 2017
Brookings Institution report found that “digital skills have now become a prerequisite
for basic economic inclusion, including for people without a bachelor’s degree,” as jobs
have rapidly been transformed by the introduction of digital tools and information
technology.19 Yosef Getachew, director of the Media & Democracy Program at Common
Cause, emphasizes the new use of information technology in jobs done by drivers, factory
workers, mechanics, and service providers.20

Yosef Getachew

And, as discussed herein, many new jobs require technology skills: About a third of the jobs in the United
States are “middle-skill” jobs, which require some postsecondary education, such as an associate’s degree or a
credential from a community college.21 As John Horrigan has emphasized, eight in ten middle-skill jobs now
require digital skills, and the need for digital skills is only growing.22

Learning
Students have long been suffering the consequences of the digital divide both in the classroom and at home.
As of last year, only about a third of K-12 schools met the goal the Federal Communications Commission
established for 2018 of having 1 Mbps per student and staff (1 Gbps per 1,000 students and staff ).23 About
30 percent of public school students lack adequate broadband or devices to learn from home,24 and this
“homework gap” is more pronounced for Black, Hispanic, and lower-income households.25 The Joint Center
for Political and Economic Studies has emphasized that “30.6% of Black households with one or more
children age 17 or younger lack high-speed home internet (over 3.25 million Black children live in these
households).”26
These differences have far-reaching effects. In March 2020, researchers from the Quello Center at Michigan State
University explained that “[d]isparities related to home Internet access go well beyond student experiences with
their homework.”27 As the report emphasizes, the difference between students with limited or no home internet
access and those who do have such access is big—it’s equivalent to the gap in digital skills between eighth- and
eleventh-grade students. Students with more digital skills score better on standardized tests like the SAT and are
more likely to enter a technology profession.28 Those researchers have explained, “[c]ontrary to some expectations
that students can get by through the use of a cell phone as a substitute for high-speed home internet access,
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those who rely on a cell phone only for internet access outside of school experience gaps in performance as large
as, or larger than, those with no home internet,” as they rely on smaller screens, slower devices and less robust
subscription plans.29 As we discuss here, the current FCC definition of broadband (25/3 Mbps) constitutes
inadequate service for households that are sending simultaneous video streams to support distance learning,
teleworking, and other needs such as remote health care.
When the pandemic struck in March 2020, school closures impacted 55 million school children and 14
million college students in the United States.30 Teachers and professors have moved lessons and assignments
online in an attempt to continue instruction, but their effectiveness is limited by their students’ level of access
to the internet and related technologies. About 90 percent of the 51,000 students in the predominantly Black
Detroit Public Schools Community District couldn’t
participate in online learning initially because they did
not have access to the internet or technology at home.31
In most American cities, schools are still closed at the
start of the fall 2020 semester and learning is happening
entirely online. School-based connectivity programs,
such as the distribution of hotspots to students who
need them, are a short-term and insufficient solution.
Higher education, too, will be changed by the mass
migration to virtual learning even after the COVID-19
crisis passes. While some programs in higher education
require students’ physical presence on campus or in the classroom, others can be conducted entirely
virtually. Many colleges and universities are starting the year online,32 and some, such as Harvard’s Graduate
School of Education, have gone online for the entire 2020-21 school year.33 Dr. Douglas Harris of Tulane
University said that high-quality online degree programs may allow a greater range of students to access the
opportunity—for instance, a nontraditional student without the ability to access high-resourced, high-quality
schools may be able to enroll in a program usually restricted to students who live nearby.34
The demand for online education, both at the K-12 and higher education levels, will be greater after the
current crisis than before. Already, enrollment at Arizona State University, for example, is up 7.6 percent over
last year, and more than 53,000 students are entirely online—ASU’s largest online enrollment to date.35 When
schools across the country closed, students, families, and school professionals had to adapt rapidly to distance
learning. Schools employed technologies like Google Classroom and Zoom that became essential for many
teachers and professors to manage virtual learning. The positive feedback loop we have talked about may
come into play here as well. As students begin in the future to return to classrooms, teachers and professors
will continue to use the technologies they adopted to enhance distance learning, recognizing that digital
technologies can be powerful complements to in-person learning.

Health care
Like remote work, telehealth was slow to grow before the pandemic, largely stifled by complex state and
federal regulations.36 Telehealth has long been “on the brink of greater use and acceptance,” but changes
in regulations at the outset of the pandemic have allowed the practice to become much more common as
11
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patients attempt to avoid busy, potentially dangerous medical facilities37 and as Congress has appropriated
emergency stimulus funds to support telehealth.38
Indeed, by one calculation, doctors and other medical professionals have been “seeing 50 to 175 times
the number of patients via telehealth than they did before the pandemic.”39 More than half of physicians
now say they are using telehealth to treat patients, compared with only 18 percent in 2018.40 Health care
systems have done “a decade’s worth of work” to launch telehealth programs, and patients are enjoying a new
“consumerization” of health care as virtual services increase their options for care.41
But lack of affordable broadband connections, technology, and digital skills continues to impede broader use.
The University of Alabama at Birmingham has conducted 200,000 telehealth visits since the pandemic began,
but nearly 40 percent took place over audio instead of over video. Dr. Eric Wallace, the University of Alabama
at Birmingham’s medical director of telehealth, explains that the issue is not just broadband access in rural
areas; he also points to affordability issues, a lack of technology, and a lack of digital literacy among patients.42
Greater experience with telemedicine and revamped payment processes may sustain the new demand for
remote care and lead to new roles for health care locations once the crisis passes. When medical appointments
are available from home and patients can easily send data about their health status via their home internet
connection, the role of health care locations—clinics, pharmacies, hospitals—may shift. Some experts are even
rethinking the role of hospitals as “hubs” for care. Schools and public housing, for instance, may be better
places to integrate clinical care with social services, housing, and other nonclinical services.43 Dr. Michael
Boland, IT director of the Wilmer Eye Institute at Johns Hopkins, says that the pandemic has necessitated
creating an “ecosystem of distributed care” so that
patients are not densely packed into one location.44
For instance, patients may receive part of their care at
a testing facility and part of their care through video
at home. Broadband connections are therefore crucial
not only for the home and the hospital, then, but for
any location where patients receive care.
The trend toward telehealth may incentivize the use
of at-home technology to monitor patient health.45
For instance, glaucoma patients can already check
their eye pressure at home and send the data back to
a doctor.46 Moving forward, patients may regularly
send their vital signs to their physician and only
visit a doctor’s office or hospital for an in-depth exam or medical procedure.47 Telehealth allows patients in
a small town or rural community to receive treatment from a specialist in their condition, an opportunity
that previously would have been impossible or required extensive travel.48 Of course, sending data from an
at-home diagnostic technology or participating in a videoconference with a specialist requires a broadband
connection at home and, in particular, high upload speeds, as well as the digital skills necessary to use
telehealth applications and devices, an issue of digital equity that we address here.
As the use of broadband in health care grows, health care policy becomes an important tool for increasing
broadband adoption following on the crises-driven changes to expand Medicare reimbursement for telehealth
services.49 Thus, for example, FamiliesUSA proposed an agenda in July 2020 that includes expanding
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reimbursement for telehealth services permanently and establishing payment parity between equivalent
services delivered in person and by video.50
In this crisis, health care is a matter of social justice, and broadband connectivity is, therefore, a tool for social
justice.

Government Services
Before the COVID-19 crisis, government services were already moving online. As Denise Linn Riedl, chief
innovation officer of South Bend, Indiana, explained, some residents were asking for digital services before the
pandemic, but other residents and city government officials did not see the value. Since the
pandemic forced so many Americans to stay home, “some hearts and minds changed,” and
more government employees and community residents have since recognized the benefit
of digital service. Thus, Linn Riedl says, the pandemic has created “good market pressure”
for the city’s departments to modernize because residents want to do as much as they can
remotely.
The recent experience of unemployment claims tells the tale. The Economic Policy
Institute found that for every 10 people who successfully filed for unemployment benefits,
three to four additional people tried to apply but couldn’t get through the system to file a claim, and two more
people did not even try applying because it was too difficult.51 The need for better systems to satisfy people’s
needs became obvious.

Denise Linn Riedl

Samantha Schartman, executive director of the Marconi Society, has offered government services as a specific
example of the positive feedback loop described here—a world in which broadband access to government
services improves the services themselves as they are modernized to better meet the needs of the governments’
constituencies.52
Schartman’s vision is already playing out across the country. For example, the increased stress on state
unemployment insurance systems pushed several states, such as Washington and Oklahoma, to upgrade their
software and operations to better meet the flood of demand. And governments can be proactive in meeting
constituent needs.53 Lexington, Kentucky, CIO Aldona Valicenti says her community will
periodically run short surveys of visitors on the city’s websites, asking constituents what
kind of services and information they want to be able to use.
But as government services move online, those without broadband, technology, or
digital skills will struggle. Consider the difficulties low-income households in Baltimore
have faced in applying for federal heating assistance. With in-person intake sites closed,
households must apply online or with paper applications. But many households do not
Olivia Wein
have ready access to the internet or the digital skills to upload documentation and navigate
the online energy assistance process, which has led consumer advocates to press for wide distribution of
paper applications and secure drop boxes.54 Olivia Wein of the National Consumer Law Center points to this
example as further evidence of the need for digital equity.
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IV

What We Have Learned in This Crisis: The
Building Blocks of Better Broadband Policy
Work, learning, health care, government services, and other facets of everyday life will be more dependent
on broadband in the future than in the immediate past. That can be to the good, setting in motion dynamic
change that makes online activities even better—for people who have broadband.
But the more important broadband connections become, the more disadvantaged are those who cannot use
broadband, either because no service is available, they cannot afford connections to their home, or they do not
yet have the needed digital skills.
The increased importance of broadband—when so many lack access to it—threatens to widen digital divides,
resulting in digital chasms that will be larger, longer-lasting, and harder to close. This widening digital divide
exists not only for urban and rural Americans, but also for Indian Country, and particularly for people of
color, low-income people, and those whose connection to society is particularly dependent on access to
broadband, like students or seniors.
Stated differently, the shift to online education, health, and welfare means that the “digital divide” becomes
even worse for those who do not have broadband.
High-Performance Broadband serves all forms of usage discussed above. We have sometimes talked about
broadband for education or healthcare or economic growth, but the power of broadband is that the same
network can be used to accomplish all of these goals—and more. Thus, although we reference usagespecific programs in some places in this section, we believe that the important policy foundation is this:
High-Performance Broadband can support all societal, democratic, and economic pursuits. For example,
comprehensive approaches to affordability can provide access to work, learning, health care, and government
services, while improving our democracy.

A. Digital Equity
A Changed Future

Francella Ochillo
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As a nation, we have this year engaged in an extremely important conversation about
race, social justice, and the role of government—from how to police our neighborhoods
to how to deliver our mail. Black, brown, and rural communities are bearing the brunt
of lack of internet access and the fallout that accelerates. As Francella Ochillo, executive
director of Next Century Cities, emphasizes, “Communities that have been locked
out of digital opportunities, namely Indigenous, Black, Brown, rural, and low-income
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residents, require affordable and reliable access to help the most disenfranchised among them achieve more
equitable outcomes across the board.”55
Digital equity ensures that all individuals and communities have the information technology capacity needed
for full participation in our society, democracy, and economy.56 Digital equity is achieved by employing a
combination of policies—including deployment, competition, and empowerment of community institutions.

Joshua Edmonds

Joshua Edmonds, director of digital inclusion for the City of Detroit, says that longterm digital equity challenges require long-term solutions: “What we’re doing here is
not a project with a defined start and end. We are building an operation that goes on in
perpetuity.”57 A successful digital equity strategy can then meet a range of needs, from
remote learning to affordability to access. “There are multiple iterations of the digital
divide,” Edmonds explains. “But when the community is under-resourced, we can’t think
beyond Divide 1.0. Instead, we need to have the infrastructure to be able to deal with
Divide 2.0 and beyond.”58

In our 2019 report, we separately addressed issues of affordability and adoption. This year, we address them
as aspects of digital equity in order to emphasize that the challenge of connecting the unconnected is about
more than the funding of subscriptions or the teaching of skills. The challenge of connecting the unconnected
is a matter of social justice. It is a matter of ensuring that everyone in America benefits from policies that
address the availability, quality, and cost of internet access and the skills needed to have and use an internet
connection for the betterment of their lives.

The Impact on Pre-Existing Challenges
Low-income Americans have long struggled to afford an internet connection or a computer to use that
connection. In fact, four in ten Americans making less than $30,000 a year lack either a home broadband
connection or a computer.59 Nearly 60 percent of people without broadband at home cite the cost of the
subscription as the leading barrier to adoption.60
In addition, millions of Americans lack the skills needed to use the internet, including the over 40 percent of
adults with less than a high school degree.61 Increasingly, digital skills are required to hold a job. Middle-skill
jobs, about a third of the jobs in the United States, are those that require some postsecondary education, such
as an associate’s degree or a credential from a community college.62 Eight in ten middleskill jobs now require digital skills, and the need for digital skills is only growing.63
Even when a job itself does not require any digital skills, getting the job might. Job
openings and applications are often posted online, even for a job requiring no skills
whatsoever—so lack of internet access, or computer access, or skills to use them, closes off
access to jobs. Professor Jon Peha of Carnegie Mellon University finds that the number of
unique visitors to websites related to job searches increased over 40 percent from March
Jon Peha
2020 to May 2020.64 In an earlier, pre-pandemic study, Peha had found that the best
predictor of the use of internet-connected computers in a public library is the unemployment rate in the
surrounding neighborhood.65 “Both of these results,” Peha says, “support my belief that we absolutely must
make the internet accessible to people who are unemployed or underemployed.”66
15
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All of this is against a grim backdrop. Indeed, the effect of the COVID-19 crisis threatens to increase
inequality.67 Tragically, the pandemic has exacerbated health outcomes for communities of color with vastly
disproportionate numbers of hospitalizations and deaths.68 In addition, former Federal Reserve economist
Claudia Sahm points to the danger of a long period of high unemployment: “The longer unemployment
stays elevated and businesses stay closed, the more you risk severing the tie between employees and employers.
That’s a recipe for a decade of trouble.”69
At the same time, the combined impact of the crises threatens to exacerbate gender inequality,70 and the
effects of the crisis on working mothers are likely to be persistent.71 As Max Fisher and Emma Bubola observe,
adverse impacts snowball: “When inequality is high, the cost of living tends to rise, forcing more lowerincome families to live paycheck to paycheck.”72 And when people are sick or unemployed or under greater
financial pressure, they are less likely to be able to afford a broadband connection to the home or a computer
to use that connection.

New Learning and New Policy
Affordability: In 2019, Benton called for Congress to “consider the creation of separate support for eligible
low-income people to afford fixed-broadband connections, including those in need of special in-home
services, such as health care.”73
This year, many voices have called for Congress to take the concrete step of ensuring
accessible broadband. Larry Irving, my former colleague at the Department of Commerce,
then head of the National Telecommunications Infrastructure Administration (NTIA),
coined the term “digital divide,” and has spoken about the “millions [who] simply can’t
afford” broadband, a problem that he says “we can solve quickly.”74 Civil rights and
consumer organizations have voiced support for doing just that.75
Mignon Clyburn and Jonathan Sallet called for Congress to provide affordable home
broadband to low-income Americans, including the newly unemployed, by designing a
permanent broadband credit.76 Free Press endorsed a $50 monthly benefit for low-income households to use
with the broadband provider of their choice.77 Public Knowledge made a similar proposal that the federal
government cover the cost of broadband capable of two-way video.78

Larry Irving

Legislative action has already begun to focus on the need to address affordability. For example, the House of
Representatives passed legislation appropriating $9 billion to establish a broadband benefit of $50 per month
($75 per month on tribal lands) for low-income households.79
Benton also called for federally funded broadband networks to provide an affordable, robust broadband
service to low-income people for $10 per month and to anyone for $50 per month. At the end of 2019, FCC
Commissioner Geoffrey Starks made the same point, proposing that we “require rural broadband auction
winners to offer an affordable broadband service option.”80 When the COVID-19 crisis hit, Commissioner
Starks emphasized again in April 2020 the importance of affordability, citing the FCC’s responsibility to
ensure that publicly funded deployment projects provide low-cost offerings, especially when rural Black
communities “are clearly already experiencing job loss and distress.”81
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Digital Skills: In our 2019 report, we called on the federal government to support digital literacy efforts run
by local authorities and emphasized the importance of digital skills training to “focus on middle-skill and
other jobs.”82 In the year since, these ideas have been developed and embraced.
For example, in August 2020, the Benton Institute published John Horrigan’s Adapting
Jobs Programs for Today and Tomorrow.83 His analysis of the importance of skills training
focused specifically on middle-skill jobs, which generally require facility with the internet
and computers. Typical examples of middle-skill jobs include clerical or administrative
positions, sales, construction, repair/installation, and health care tech. For example, foodsafety training relies on virtual reality in some organizations, while in agribusinesses, foodpackaging workers have to coordinate with robots.
John Horrigan

Digital equity requires ongoing community-level partnerships that recognize the different kinds of digital
skills that people need. When state and local officials issued stay-at-home orders, local digital inclusion
programs around the country had to rethink how to deliver their services. To aid in this adaptation, the
National Digital Inclusion Alliance (NDIA) developed the Digital Navigator model with the expertise of
NDIA affiliates. Digital Navigators address the whole digital inclusion process—home connectivity, devices,
and digital skills—remotely or in person. As NDIA Executive Director Angela Siefer explains: “Digital
Navigators receive training on digital equity resources in order to help residents learn to access critical services
online.”84 The Digital Navigator model is an option for organizations to ensure that their constituents can
connect with them online.85
When discussing job training, it’s important to remember that many employers require online applications. In
our 2019 report, we told the tale of two men seeking jobs at fast-food restaurants who asked to submit paper
applications but were told they could only apply online—yet another barrier to full participation in the economy.86

Key Recommendations for Digital Equity:
Making affordable High-Performance Broadband available to low-income, unserved and underserved (Black,
brown, and rural) populations—accompanied by digital skills training that empowers users to make the most
of their connections—will contribute to a more equitable society.

1. Make Broadband Much More Affordable
Adopt a permanent broadband credit: In a Boston Globe op-ed earlier this year, Mignon
Clyburn and Jonathan Sallet called on Congress to establish a broadband credit—
America’s Broadband Credit (ABC)—to ensure that many more people can afford highspeed internet access.87 (To be comprehensive, Congress should ensure that people can
afford both mobile and fixed service; at the moment, the FCC’s Lifeline program is
typically used for mobile service.)
Mignon Clyburn
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What might such an effort look like? In proposing a program more focused on broadband
to the home, Congress should consider these design elements:
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● Eligible service: A household subsidy of $50 per month (with a higher subsidy for tribal lands),
which is roughly the cost of medium-tier broadband plans in urban settings. That subsidy would
allow anyone and any device in the household to be connected to the internet simultaneously, which
is how so many families today are operating.

● Robust broadband performance: Public policy would not be well served by appropriating federal
funds to pay for services already provided today at a lower cost; the government should not pay
$50 per month for what is already being provided for, say, $10 per month. Nor should Congress
accept the current 25/3 measure of broadband as adequate. In our 2019 report, for example, Benton
advanced the idea of 50/50 Mbps low-latency service with unlimited data usage as a starting point for
a low-cost program.88

● Portable credits: The FCC’s current Lifeline program limits the number of broadband providers
that may provide service. ABC would allow eligible participants to choose their broadband provider,
which would give them more options and help to boost competition (where there is competition).
The program could be structured so that broadband providers are reimbursed by the federal
government for the service they provide under this new program.

● Eligible participants: In addition to those who qualified for Lifeline, eligible participants should
include the newly-unemployed, low-income families with K-12 students in Title I schools, college
students receiving Pell Grants, at-risk senior citizens or other people in need of long-term telehealth
services, and consumers with disabilities, who tend to have lower incomes.

● Verification: Eligibility verification for users should be quick and easy, and certification of broadband
providers offering eligible services should be expeditious. Thus, there should be a mechanism by
which enrollment in the ABC program occurs automatically upon entry into any of the qualified
programs—subject, of course, to an opt-out provision. To expedite enrollment, providers of
broadband service should (a) make it available without any waiting period or deposit, (b) allow
enrollment regardless of past arrearages, and (c) permit consumers to terminate service at any time
without penalty or harm to credit score.

● Dedicated funding: ABC needs stable and dedicated funding of its own. As we get a better sense of
the rise in unemployment and analyze how many households will be eligible, budget projections will
be important to finalize this proposal, including the appropriate size and structure of the credit.

2. Delivering Digital Skills to Empower Participation and Recover Jobs
Support digital equity programs: The federal government should better coordinate its own digital equity
efforts,89 but it should go further to also support digital equity programs led by states that will work at the
local level with communities to provide the skills people need to use broadband connections. A good example
comes from the infrastructure bill that passed the House of Representatives in July, which contains about $1.3
billion to fund state digital equity grants, including funds that would go to local communities, nonprofits,
and community anchor institutions, with funding specified for Indian tribes, Alaska Native entities, and
Native Hawaiian organizations.90
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Provide enhanced skills for job seekers: For many Americans, especially those who have lost their jobs and
are unlikely to get them back, digital skills training could be the key to new employment opportunities.
Broadband, already important to digital skills training, has become even more crucial during the pandemic to
allow people to access this training in two key ways:91

● As a delivery mechanism: Some digital skills training can take place online, either through remote
classes or a virtual experience designed to emulate the job.

● As a wraparound service: Access to broadband may ease the burden of finding childcare or
food-availability support. Broadband may allow an individual, who might not otherwise participate,
to choose to enroll in online digital skills training.
Successful efforts around the nation demonstrate the importance of local partnerships, the need to integrate
online with in-person instruction, and the importance of home broadband for students of all ages.

B. High-Performance Broadband Network Deployment
A Changed Future
A high-performance nation requires high performance from its networks. There is no reason for unserved and
underserved areas in rural or urban parts of America to be saddled with second-rate broadband.
Here’s one illustrative example. Our 2019 report concluded that the current federal benchmark for speeds
that constitute broadband—25 Mbps/3Mbps—is too low. That was before many people began to use video
applications to work, learn, and even visit doctors remotely. In a world of symmetrical video applications,
the upstream speed of 3 Mbps is not plausible for a family conducting multiple online video sessions
simultaneously, a point we discuss further in the context of the performance characteristics that should be
required of networks built with federal funds.92 The ability to upload content is also important for engaging in
free expression.
Broadband deployment will provide short- and long-term stimuli to boost much-needed economic recovery.
Broadband construction has been estimated to create between seven and 20 direct jobs per million dollars
spent and, through equitable procurement efforts, increase workforce diversity. The projection of jobs created
is likely to be at the higher end of the range when unemployment is higher—as it is now—because there
is underutilized labor.93 The jobs created through the building and expansion of broadband networks are
relatively high-paying: On average, they pay 42 percent more than the average for manufacturing jobs in
America94 and, correctly executed, will create new pathways for people to enter the workforce.
Deployment provides broader social benefits as well. People living in rural areas are more likely to have other
health conditions and live farther away from a hospital than Americans in urban or suburban parts of the
country95 at a time when rural health care facilities have been closing. The rise of telemedicine could greatly
benefit rural America, bringing medical professionals and specialists to isolated parts of the country through
remote visits and digital monitoring—if those rural Americans have access to High-Performance Broadband.
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As a result, recommendations for broadband deployment come with new urgency: Everyone in the U.S. needs
access to High-Performance Broadband now, and undertaking this major infrastructure project will provide
both short-term and long-term economic benefits.

The Impact on Pre-Existing Challenges
The pandemic has thrown both the reach and the performance of networks into sharp relief. Professor Jon
Peha is conducting a study of how broadband connections fared during the COVID-19 crisis. His review
of measurement data nationwide concludes that during the pandemic, upstream speed was significantly
degraded, with median upload speeds at mid-day down more than 25 percent from pre-COVID levels.96
A local official in South Carolina explained, “The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the disparity in
internet accessibility in rural areas where students are unable to access distance learning and employees are
unable to work from home.”97 The CEO of one rural network provider said, “COVID has intensified the
challenges that we’re already facing in rural America.”98
On tribal lands, too, the lack of broadband access has been very detrimental; indeed, scholars have
reported that the “assumption that Indigenous students have internet access once they return to their home
communities is a grave, and unfortunate, misunderstanding.”99 Darrah Blackwater describes the following
challenges faced in Native communities:

● students who return home from college, unable to finish their assignments;
● workers who can’t telecommute or sell their goods online; and
● communities that are unable to access the latest health information and emergency procedures.100
This is important because unconnected communities lacking up-to-date online access to information from
public health authorities have been among some of the communities hardest hit by the COVID epidemic.
Urban areas also lack even the kind of internet access that the FCC currently considers to be broadband. A
map of internet access in Chicago not only demonstrates the existence of places with “no availability at 25
Mbps” but correlates the absence of broadband service with neighborhoods that have a poverty rate of 20
percent or more.101 Nationally, FCC analysis, which systematically overstates deployment, shows that 2.63
percent of urban residents do not have access to broadband at the typical cable broadband speeds of 100/10
Mbps.102

New Learning and New Policy
New research shows that farms often lack the connections required for modern agriculture. As University
of Virginia Associate Professor Christopher Ali—the author of a forthcoming book on rural broadband—
explains, “If you’re getting your internet connection from what’s called DSL … it is not fast broadband.”103
In fact, the U.S. Department of Agriculture has found that only 75 percent of farms reported having internet
service in any form, including the legacy DSL connections provided over copper networks and even old20
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fashioned dial-up.104 That just isn’t good enough for modern precision farming, accessing
weather predictions to know when to water, or connecting local produce to the global
marketplace to move food from their farm to your fork.
For too long, federal policy has failed to support the construction of High-Performance
Broadband networks in rural America and on Tribal Lands.105 Ali describes a policy of
“good enough” that is used to justify inadequate speed definitions for broadband, the
Christopher Ali
deployment of subpar technologies, and the distribution of public funds in return for poor
106
connectivity. For example, the FCC allocated $10 billion in 2015 to construct broadband in rural areas but
required no more than 10/1 Mbps service, which is now understood to be inadequate.107 Those networks are
now being “overbuilt” through the expenditure of additional FCC funds that do not require more than the
25/3 Mbps standard and fail to ensure the presence of networks that meet today’s broadband usage patterns.108
Indeed, states have recognized the importance of scalable networks. As Kathryn de Wit, who leads the
Pew Charitable Trusts’ research into state broadband efforts, explains, “State leaders recognize that in an
increasingly digital world, speeds that suffice today may not be enough for tomorrow. By taking a longterm approach to infrastructure planning, states can avoid a problem that federal leaders commonly face:
a broadband network that’s become obsolete in the time it took to build.”109 Thus states have set higher
speed minimums for new builds, incentivized or even required technologies that can scale and adapt, and
implemented accountability requirements; these steps leading to infrastructure will serve communities well
into the future.110
The economic and social benefits of broadband justify the investment. The federal government needs to fund
High-Performance Broadband and do it quickly. The sooner we start to build, the sooner we reap the benefits
of building.

Key Recommendations for Deployment
In a world in which the talents of all people matter, broadband infrastructure investment is a necessary
economic strategy. There is no reason to saddle any rural and urban area with second-rate broadband.

1. Pursue a Unified Broadband Infrastructure Agenda
Map broadband oases and deserts: With the passage of the Broadband DATA Act, the congressional mandate
is clear: Effective deployment requires accurate data. Adequate funding for that effort is a necessity, as is
support for independent research from independent data sources.
In addition, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration, the Federal Communications
Commission, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture should publish a comprehensive map that
demonstrates the eligibility of different areas of the country for federal broadband programs.
Make broadband the job of every part of the federal government: Given that broadband touches so many
parts of the federal government, including agriculture, economic development, education, and housing,
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the White House should appoint a broadband coordinator to enlist federal agencies across the board and to
improve outcomes by supporting state, tribal, and local governments. For example:

● Agencies such as the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department of
Education, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Federal Reserve Banks (which manage the
Community Reinvestment Act) should focus their broadband efforts on High-Performance
Broadband.

● Where governments fund infrastructure, like highways and bridges, they should mandate installation
of broadband infrastructure that is available to multiple providers.

● Federal procurement policies can also consciously spur deployment.

2. Deploy Scalable Broadband Networks
Treat broadband as essential infrastructure: Broadband deployment should be embedded in every
infrastructure effort undertaken or supported by governments. Facilitating broadband network construction
will help rebuild the economy, creating high-paying jobs that are important to economic growth.
Give underserved rural and urban areas equal importance: Although rural areas suffer from persistent
and unique challenges, lack of broadband anywhere, including in urban environments, must be addressed.
America needs High-Performance Broadband everywhere.
Establish future-proof performance standards: High-Performance Broadband networks provide fast,
symmetrical upload and download speeds, low latency (moving data without noticeable delay), ample
monthly usage capacity, and security from cyberattacks. Public funds should be targeted to networks that,
once installed, can easily be upgraded and scaled as the demand for broadband increases—not for the
construction of networks that will quickly become obsolete. The Federal Communications Commission
should promptly scrap its current 25/3 Mbps benchmark for broadband. Fast uploads and downloads are
non-negotiable, because these symmetrical speeds reflect how Americans are using connections today—
from hybrid learning to connecting with doctors. To meet the growing demands for both upstream and
downstream transmission, Congress should establish high-performance standards (such as a minimum
100/100 Mbps symmetrical requirement) for any new network construction that federal funding supports so
that these networks are scalable to meet future needs. The $80 billion for broadband deployment enacted by
the House this year as part of the Accessible, Affordable Internet for All Act (H.R. 7302) should be sufficient
to build out across America.111
Ensure that broadband is available to all Americans as soon as possible: In areas where it is not financially
feasible to provide High-Performance Broadband immediately, we need a Plan B that provides basic
connectivity now. Congress should offer interim support for currently available solutions.
Establish requirements for funded deployment: Public-interest requirements should accompany any
broadband construction or upgrades that rely on public funding. For example,
recipients of federal deployment funding should be required to offer two baseline standardized tiers of service:
a $50-per-month package for all consumers, and one at $10 per month for income-eligible individuals.
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Promote competition for government funds: When considering use of public funds, policymakers should
employ competitive processes. For example, reverse auctions and competitive grant programs bring down
the cost of funding capital expenditures for broadband deployment. The E-Rate program, for example, has
enjoyed considerable savings because of the use of competitive bidding.112

3. Support Tribal, State, and Local Efforts
Address challenges of tribal lands: Dr. Traci Morris of Arizona State University has
explained that internet access on tribal lands “is necessary for every part of functioning
life in the U.S.—governance, taxes, education, health care.”113 Public policy requires an
understanding of the specific challenges facing Tribal Nations and solutions fit for those
challenges.

Dr. Traci Morris

An important contribution has been offered by Morris and Geoff Blackwell, who have
developed a comprehensive agenda to solve Tribal Nation broadband deployment issues,
emphasizing that the current federal approach does not work on tribal lands.114 Their plan
includes:

● Establishing a Tribal Broadband Fund to support broadband deployment needs separate from the
existing Universe Service Fund framework;

● Creating targeted economic regulatory approaches for use on tribal lands working with Tribal
Nations utilizing new funding mechanisms, new licensing platforms, and actual analysis and
identification of targeted new market entries;

● Addressing the problem of the warehousing of spectrum, given the limited access that Tribal Nations
have to licensed exclusive-use spectrum for the deployment of wireless services and the development
of systems on their lands;

● Prioritizing spectrum licensing over tribal lands directly to Tribal Nations;
● Creating and maintaining a federal interagency working group to assist in identifying federal
resources and technical expertise for high-speed broadband deployment, and

● Realigning and reaffirming the definition of tribal lands at the FCC to be consistent with the federal
trust responsibility and inclusive of all tribal lands, and ensuring that other federal agency programs
have the same definition.
To that end, Blackwell and Morris support passage of the DIGITAL Reservations Act introduced by
Congresswoman Deb Haaland (D-NM),115 the Bridging Tribal Digital Divide Act of 2020 introduced by
Senator Tom Udall (D-NM),116 and provisions of the Accessible, Affordable Internet for All Act relevant to
tribal lands.117
Facilitate federal, tribal, state, and local coordination: Solving connectivity challenges will be hobbled for
as long as COVID-19 depletes local resources. And local leaders tell us that philanthropic partners and the
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generosity of providers to create stopgap solutions is welcome but, in the long term, insufficient. The federal
government is particularly well poised to fund broadband deployment because the current economic crisis
has placed a major strain on state finances. Unlike states, the federal government has broad powers to finance
public investment, especially in the face of economic crisis. The federal government should embrace state,
tribal, and local governments as partners.

C. Competition in Local Broadband Markets
A Changed Future
The formula for competition is simple: “The more, the merrier.” That doesn’t mean that every competitor will
succeed, nor does it mean that the circumstances in every place will always support new competitive entry.
But it does mean that government should promote competitive opportunities because competition delivers
welcome, and often unexpected, benefits to consumers. Robust and vibrant competition can enable lower
prices, improved service, and innovative technologies—bringing better and more affordable broadband to
more Americans.
In other words, everyone should be connected, and competition should be promoted to ensure that
consumers get the full benefit of High-Performance Broadband. Competition that does not come immediately
may be possible, and successful, in the future.
An important competition issue arises where the government funds the construction of broadband
networks. If government policy is operating well, then public dollars will be spent where the returns on
private investment would be insufficient to support the construction of any broadband network. In such
circumstances, the “natural” number might be zero, but sound public policy supports deployment so that
everyone can participate in democracy, society, and the economy.118
The threat, of course, is that government funds a monopoly that faces no competitive constraints in its pricing
or other service terms (such as data usage) and no competitive pressures to upgrade its network or improve
customer service. If there is insufficient economic incentive to support the construction of even one network
in a place, and therefore public resources are needed to have any broadband deployment at all, then why is
the correct public policy necessarily to accept “one”? The aspiration of government policy is not to create a
monopoly that would thereby deny Americans the benefits of the better services and new innovation that
competition can enable.
Promoting competition simply offers the potential for additional consumer benefits to flow from the
expenditure of public funds. Open-access middle-mile networks, for example, offer this potential by
empowering new broadband services (such as fiber or fixed wireless) for consumers.
Similarly, municipalities have seen, and thus understand, the effects of limited competition, which is why
so many have sought to support competitive alternatives that, as described here, deliver new forms of value,
including better pricing, to consumers.
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The seriousness of the competition challenge has grown as (a) broadband usage has become more important
to the daily functioning of society and (b) the recession and heightened unemployment have impacted
millions of Americans.
In other words, when America is struggling, competition becomes even more important because lack
of competition can exacerbate income inequality and act as an additional barrier to participation in our
democracy, society, and economy.

The Impact on Pre-Existing Challenges
Broadband competition in the U.S. is limited, and limited competition typically results in higher prices,
lower quality, and slower innovation. At typical cable broadband speeds of 100/10 Mbps, nearly 80 percent of
Americans face either a monopoly (no choice) or a duopoly (only one choice) for fixed service.119
According to FCC data, at typical cable broadband speeds, about 34 percent of urban residents
face a monopoly and about 48 percent face a duopoly. Why monopoly? NDIA studies suggest that
telecommunications firms have chosen not to deploy or have delayed deployment in low-income urban
neighborhoods.120 For example, in a 2019 report, Dr. Brian Whitacre concludes that the incumbent
telecommunications provider “withheld fiber-enhanced broadband improvements from most Dallas
neighborhoods with high poverty rates, relegating them to Internet access services which are vastly inferior to
the services enjoyed by their counterparts nearby in the higher-income Dallas suburbs.”121
Limited competition, particularly in urban areas, can especially disadvantage the 30 percent of Americans who
live in apartment buildings and other multi-tenant environments.122 That’s a double whammy: The annual
income of people who live in apartment buildings and other multi-tenant environments is only about 54
percent of the median homeowner’s income, so they are at greater risk of not being able to afford broadband
that is priced above competitive levels.
In rural America, monopolies are even more prevalent. At the typical cable broadband speeds, FCC data
for rural areas find that about 36 percent of rural residents have no service and about 47 percent face a
monopoly.123 Turning to agriculture, one recent study found that “78% [of U.S. ranchers and farmers] do not
have another viable option to change service providers.”124
Critical endorsement for pro-competition policy has come in the past year. For example, the Accessible,
Affordable Internet for All Act would prohibit state governments from limiting communities from building
their own broadband networks, including through public-private partnerships; would require a new
examination of how competition impacts the price of broadband service; and would impose specific procompetitive provisions in the federal funding of new broadband deployment. The legislation also includes
support for broadband deployment, including competitive deployment, through a nationwide “dig once”
requirement. These are good policies, with which we agree.
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New Learning and New Policy
The impact of nontraditional and new providers: Greater emphasis needs to be given to nontraditional
providers. Large companies provide the great bulk of home broadband today; at the end of 2019, the top
sixteen providers accounted for about 96 percent of home subscriptions.125 But for places with too little
competition (or no service at all), new, smaller, and nontraditional providers can play an outsize role.
They can be very small, like the internet service provider that was started from scratch when Ethan Gleiner,
a local IT professional in southwestern Virginia, created MtnNet to bring broadband to homes in rugged
locations that commercial broadband had not reached.126 Nontraditional providers can use their expertise
in other forms of networks to provide broadband, like rural electric cooperatives or municipal utilities or
investor-owned utilities that provide middle-mile connections. They can be startups, like Starry Internet’s
fixed-wireless service in places like Boston, San Francisco, and Northern Virginia.
Benton’s 2020 research supports the position that new entrants generally provide unique value propositions
to residential and small-business users. Forthcoming research from the Benton Institute and CTC Technology
& Energy focuses on the opacity of the information provided by incumbent broadband providers about their
stand-alone broadband offerings, which hinder the ability of consumers to make informed decisions, and the
importance of new value propositions when a third (or even fourth) broadband provider enters a local market,
including such features as lower pricing (in absolute terms or by Mbps); higher speeds, especially upstream;
increased monthly capacity; and/or simplified pricing plans.
Open-Access, Middle-Mile Networks: Open-access means that the networks permit any internet service
provider to connect on nondiscriminatory terms and conditions. Middle-mile networks reach from national
and major regional internet backbones to a local site (which could be a school or library).
For example, the Accessible, Affordable Internet for All Act would give a leg up in federal funding of network
expansion to broadband providers who promise to open up their networks to other providers.127 As a 2020
report from the Pew Charitable Trusts explains, states are leading the way in demonstrating the importance
of open access to middle-mile networks. From its review of state broadband efforts, Pew concludes that
“investment in middle-mile infrastructure facilitates last-mile deployment.”128
The Benton Institute will be publishing a forthcoming white paper reviewing the experience of open-access,
middle-mile networks, with an emphasis on what makes them attractive vehicles for additional last-mile
deployment. Successful strategies include:

● Adopting sustainable network strategies, such as careful planning and use of available infrastructure;
● Working towards realistic business strategies with broadband providers, including nontraditional
providers like rural electric cooperatives and local, independent telephone companies; and

● Building community support through demonstrated demand, shared goals, and combined local and
state resources.
Examples of successful open-access, middle-mile networks exist across the country and vary in size and
primary purpose—but all benefit from strong state and local leadership.
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Municipal experimentation: In July 2020, the Open Technology Institute at New America issued its annual
report on the cost of connectivity, which finds substantial evidence of an affordability crisis in the U.S. and
observes that municipal networks “appear to offer some of the best value in the United States.”129 To the same
effect, Brian Whitacre and Roberto Gallardo find that “the existence of municipal broadband restrictions
tends to lower availability and broadband competition.”130
The last point is important. In 2019 Benton recommended: “States should repeal and, if necessary, Congress
should pre-empt current state laws that restrict municipalities and counties from experimenting with various
ways of increasing High-Performance Broadband deployment. Whether these local governments and the
communities do so or not should be left up to them.”
The importance of transparency: Benton has also published additional analysis in support of reinstating
the Broadband Consumer Labels to provide consumers with important tools when they are shopping for
fixed- and mobile-broadband services. Forthcoming research from the Benton Institute and CTC Technology
& Energy explains that consumers who lack the resources or sophistication to navigate the byzantine
complexity—and opacity—of incumbent pricing structures, fees, and terms will often pay higher prices
simply because they struggle to understand the confusing materials presented by broadband providers.131
The Cost of Connectivity 2020 study also emphasizes that consumers “struggle to determine the total cost
of internet service due to poor transparency, highly complex pricing structures, and confusing itemized
billing.”132
Similarly, Benton research provides further explanation of the importance of collecting pricing and similar
data that would allow for analysis of competitive conditions, which is vital because, after all, competition
makes products and services more affordable. As Free Press rightly explains in its COVID-19 policy
recommendations, “Without pricing data it’s impossible to thoroughly assess, let alone solve, the affordability
problem that is the primary barrier to bridging the digital divide.”133
Competition to benefit tenants: As noted previously, 30 percent of Americans live in apartment buildings
and other multi-tenant environments.134 Too many apartment and condominium residents are forced to pay
their landlords or property managers a premium to access a pre-chosen broadband provider as part of bulkbilling packages. Paid-priority agreements and restrictive access requirements can functionally prohibit other
broadband providers from reaching potential customers. The resulting broadband monopolies can lead to
higher prices, lower service quality, and fewer service options for apartment-dwelling households.

Key Recommendations for Competition:
Americans should not have to pay more (in dollars or sacrificed quality and innovation) merely because public
policy has failed to promote competition effectively.
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1. Encourage New, Competitive Entrants and Local Experiments in PrivatePublic Collaboration
Encourage nontraditional providers: The National Telecommunications and Information Administration
should take on the express role of working with state, tribal, and local governments to lower regulatory
barriers to entry, with emphasis on nontraditional providers; to incentivize new investment; and to
encourage public-private collaborations that encourage the deployment of High-Performance Broadband by
nontraditional providers. All federal programs that support broadband should consciously work to encourage
entry from more broadband providers.
Support open-access, middle-mile networks: Federal funding should support the deployment of middle-mile
networks that offer nondiscriminatory access to private providers to reach residences and small businesses.
Such middle-mile deployment can pack a powerful punch by, for example, bringing scalable connections
directly to community anchor institutions while also lowering the cost of investment for private providers that
can build from those community anchor institutions to adjoining residential neighborhoods. A federal effort
would parallel state initiatives, which have recognized that the presence of open-access middle-mile networks
cuts the cost of reaching homes, which makes broadband more affordable. (As noted earlier, when last-mile
deployment is being funded, federal programs should give a leg up in awarding support to broadband network
builders that choose to provide open access.)
Allow municipal experimentation: Congress should pre-empt state laws that restrict municipalities and
counties from experimenting with various ways of increasing broadband deployment, such as allowing
communities to apply for the same federal and state funding as private companies.
Encourage local planning: The federal government should provide funding to encourage local planning,
which may include developing local or regional broadband strategies and applying for federal broadband
grants. Multiple states provide support for these kinds of initiatives, such as Maryland, which offers grants to
localities with their internet service provider partners for costs associated with federal funding applications.135
Such planning efforts can also be helpful in cataloguing all of the challenges, including challenges of digital
equity, which will be helpful to all levels of government.

2. Gather Pricing Data and Other Information Necessary to Promote and
Assess Competition
Competition cannot be measured without public access to broadband pricing and terms of service.
Require pricing disclosure: Congress should require broadband providers to disclose their residential pricing
(with fees and ancillary charges) for each market, and the FCC should provide public analyses of competition
in local markets. Such requirements can be tailored to the needs of smaller broadband providers as needed.
Reinstate the Broadband Consumer Disclosure Label: The FCC should reinstate its Broadband Consumer
Disclosure Label, which would empower consumers to make better-informed choices for both mobile and
fixed broadband services, including by understanding and being able to compare the quality of broadband
services (such as the available upstream speed).
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3. Expand Competition for Residents of Multi-Tenant Environments
Mandate the FCC to protect consumers and foster competition: Congress should resolve current confusion
and grant clear authority to the FCC to act on behalf of Multi-Tenant Environments (MTEs), like apartment
buildings, to foster competition. Currently, the FCC’s ability to act on MTE issues relies on a combination of
authorities from different legislative acts, which can raise complex questions of technology and law that invite
extended litigation.
Prohibit anticompetitive practices: The FCC should adopt clear rules that prohibit anticompetitive practices
and ban artificial access limits to MTE competition, including by prohibiting:

● Exclusive agreements that prevent competitive broadband providers from effectively accessing
customers that want to use them. For example, some building owners grant exclusive contracts
to broadband providers and incorporate a standardized package into tenants’ monthly rent. This
practice forces consumers to pay for a service they may not want or pay twice if they chose a different
service. Others allow only one broadband provider to market its service within the MTE.

● Artificial limits to physical access: As a technical matter, multiple broadband providers can use a
single connection to an MTE, without having to run separate wiring to each dwelling unit. Artificial
limits include:

• Exclusive wiring arrangements, and
• Rooftop exclusivity agreements, by which building owners can restrict wireless transmission
devices from being placed on rooftops, effectively preventing tenants from choosing these
services and needlessly restricting consumer options.
Adopt broad broadband access rules and carrier-neutral broadband wiring requirements in MTE codes:
The FCC has found that mandatory access laws that allow broadband entry and installation lead to an
“increase in the supply of broadband to MTEs.” Governments should ensure that MTE codes do not act as a
barrier to entry. Where necessary, Congress should circumscribe housing codes that enable building owners to
restrict competing broadband providers from serving tenants.
Adopt consistent broadband wiring requirements in all federally supported housing projects and
incorporate pro-competitive access requirements: The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) recently required that all multifamily rental housing it directly funds include broadband
wiring. These requirements should be extended to multiple-dwelling units only receiving financing insured or
guaranteed by HUD or the Federal Housing Administration.
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D. Community Anchor Institutions
A Changed Future
The creation of the E-Rate program—spurred by President Bill Clinton’s call “to connect every classroom,
every clinic, every library, every hospital in America into a national information superhighway by the year
2000”136—was big. Twenty-six years later, that call to action almost seems quaint. The goals are all phrased in
terms of physical locations—a classroom, a clinic, a library, and a hospital. That was the way the architecture
of connectivity was imagined and that was the way that the E-Rate program was modernized in 2014—better
broadband connections to and within schools and libraries.137

The Impact on Pre-Existing Challenges
As digital access grew over the decades, people recognized that none of these activities were solely confined to
institutional locations. Before the pandemic, we understood that children without internet at home would
struggle to complete online homework assignments. But even the term “homework gap” can convey the view
that there are things done in the school building (or medical facility or library) and other, ancillary things that
are done in other places.
It’s time for a new perspective. It’s time to recognize that it is the act of learning, not the place of learning, that
counts—as well as the act of accessing libraries and their services, the act of obtaining medical treatment, and the act
of accessing government services. These are no longer place-specific activities; all of them are migrating online.
Broadband policy should combine traditional strategies with the new realities that community anchor
institutions must reach people wherever they are.

New Learning and New Policy
As John Windhausen—a longtime advocate for community anchor institutions and
executive director of the Schools, Health & Libraries Broadband (SHLB) Coalition—says,
“Recent events have confirmed how important it is to use community institutions as a
jumping off point to reach everybody in their surrounding communities.”138

John Windhausen

Stories of teachers and students finding public access points to participate in classes
abound.139 On tribal lands, schools deployed school buses with hotspots during the
pandemic.140 For millions of Americans without a broadband connection at home, school
and library parking lots became a much-needed, short-term solution.141

We have also seen community anchor institutions reach into their neighborhoods using existing resources.

● San Antonio is using fiber-optic cables that already connect to schools, libraries, police stations,
and public-safety radio systems to offer LTE wireless broadband in neighborhoods. As its chief
information officer, Craig Hopkins, said, “In order to get into a neighborhood, you have to go where
the infrastructure is.”142
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● In Pittsburgh, thousands of students did not have what they needed for online learning when schools
suddenly shut down in March. In June, a partnership between a local nonprofit and the resident
cable company secured support to ensure that “nearly all” households would be able to study online
in the upcoming school year.143

● Chattanooga’s municipal network teamed up with Hamilton County Schools in July “to ensure all
students can access the internet for online learning as the COVID-19 crisis continues” by providing
free service of at least 100/100 Mbps, with no data caps, to about 28,500 students.144
Even now, the E-Rate program could do more. Colorado Attorney General Phil Weiser has filed an emergency
petition with the Federal Communications Commission explaining how, under existing law, the FCC could
fund home connectivity for K-12 students who are not allowed to attend classes in person.145 The SHLB
Coalition has proposed that Congress expressly allow schools and libraries to extend their networks to serve
nearby neighborhoods without jeopardizing their continued E-Rate funding. This would make possible, at
separate expense, build-out of broadband networks linked to community anchor institutions’ networks.
Support for community anchor institutions is critically necessary. When school districts are closed, the E-Rate
program should step in to provide funds so that students can connect to online classrooms, using whatever
tools are available: subsidies for subscriptions to broadband services, Wi-Fi hotspots, and public access to
connectivity that reaches a school and library and that can reach the community.
The push for affordability clearly has positive spillover effects in connecting people to their community
anchor institutions. Efforts like our proposed broadband credit can help ensure that low-income families have
an affordable broadband connection that school-age children can use for online learning.
Even as we emphasize broadband to students at home, public policy needs to ensure that school and library
networks are able to handle the future demands of a hybrid educational model that combines in-person and
online instruction. As of last year, only 28 to 32 percent of K-12 schools met the goal the FCC established for
2018 of having 1 Mbps per student and staff (1 Gbps per 1,000 students and staff ). As learning technologies
get more sophisticated and immersive, and as more teachers incorporate digital learning into more aspects
of their day, the standards for schools must continue to change. The State Educational Technology Directors
Association has already recognized the need for higher standards to be met by the middle of the decade,
recommending that at least 1.4 Mbps per student be available in all school districts.

Key Recommendations for Community Anchor Institutions:
Community anchor institutions can use broadband to fulfill their missions, reach users wherever they are, and
serve as launching pads for communitywide access.
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1. Ensure That Everyone Can Access Community Anchor Institution
Broadband
Adopt a comprehensive approach: Congress should:

● Ensure that everyone can access High-Performance Broadband, an approach that would, by definition, assist users of community anchor institutions through mechanisms like the proposed broadband
credit and deployment funding.

● Secure support for community anchor institutions to be able to obtain competitive rates for robust
broadband to their own facilities.

● Provide low-income students with the requisite connectivity to learn effectively from home, with
support of the kind included in the HEROES Act and the Accessible, Affordable Internet for All Act,
both passed in 2020 by the House of Representatives.

● Guarantee that federal assets, like spectrum, are available to community anchor institutions to help
them reach users.

2. Ensure That Community Anchor Institutions Have the Bandwidth Needed
to Meet Increased Demand at Competitive Prices
Establish connectivity goals fit for anticipated rising demand: The FCC’s connectivity goals should be reexamined periodically. Governments should also establish connectivity goals for other community anchor
institutions. Such goals should recognize the changing nature of applications, including the increasing use of
high-quality video, and the proliferating number of devices that must be supported by on-premises broadband
networks. Governments should also ensure that such broadband is high-performance in every sense of the
term to meet the needs of community anchor institutions for redundancy, network security, and scalability.
Support anchor institutions with direct funding: State, tribal, and local governments should, as they are
financially able, provide direct funding to community anchor institutions, including matching funds, so
that the anchor institutions themselves can choose the broadband providers and services that best serve their
communities’ needs. State, tribal, and local governments should also facilitate comprehensive broadband
strategies, which can include the work of the nation’s state research and education networks.146 Congress
should include support for all community anchor institutions—not just schools, libraries, and health care
facilities—to get the bandwidth they will need for the next decade. And Congress should mandate the kind
of competitive processes, including so-called special construction, by which schools and libraries can contract
for cost-effective build-out of fiber networks to their locations, which has driven down bandwidth pricing
to schools and libraries over the past half-decade. Competitive-bidding processes yield the best terms for
community anchor institutions and can bring more fiber-based deployment into a community.
Ensure that the FCC’s Rural Health Care Program has the funding it needs to leverage telemedicine
opportunities for the long term: This would be in addition to the one-time stimulus increase in the CARES
Act.147 Connected health care facilities are especially important in rural markets where hospital closures and a
shortage of doctors have made access to health care even more expensive and less available to consumers.
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3. Use Community Anchor Institutions as a Launching Pad for CommunityBased Broadband Access and Competition
Use anchors as launching pads: Broadband networks built to connect anchor institutions often reach deep
into local neighborhoods. Allowing other internet service providers to access these publicly funded, middlemile networks would reduce the cost of building last-mile connections, spurring deployment in residential
neighborhoods. Government-supported, middle-mile networks should be available to all broadband providers
on a nonexclusive basis. Thus, federally funded deployment of broadband connections to community anchor
institutions should permit any extra capacity (such as additional fiber strands) to be used by residential
providers so long as federal funding does not go to any non-shared costs of the residential network. This
ties closely to the recommendation discussed previously regarding open-access, middle-mile networks that
can connect to community anchor institutions. A challenge to this strategy comes from the administration
of the E-Rate program. A shadow has been cast over such efforts by the legal question as to whether E-Rate
participants can share their networks for other uses, even where E-Rate is not paying for the expansion of a
network to reach residential customers. This uncertainly should be erased. Broadband deployment would be
most advantaged if all make-ready costs—such as trenching and conduit—are fully allocable to the FCC’s
E-Rate, Rural Health Care, or similar efforts, along with any fiber strands and electronics that will be used for
service to the school.
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V

Moving Forward Together: Supporting State,
Tribal, and Local Broadband Leadership
Even before the COVID-19 crisis, people in the U.S. placed greater trust in local government than in federal
officials.148 That has been true in this crisis as well, with confidence in state, tribal, and local governments
higher than in either Congress or federal agencies.149
Federal policy should take advantage of the expertise and knowledge of state, tribal, and local governments,
and the federal government should leverage its spending capacity to assist those governments facing severe
budget shortfalls. The best approach is to fuse federal support with state, tribal, and local leadership.
Broadband is more than just a technology; it is the way that society is being shaped. The laboratory of the
states is critical because broadband deployment and usage include strategies that build on different state,
tribal, and local circumstances, including their political and economic environments, health threats, resource
levels, and broadband usage needs.

● New York primarily used its financial resources to design and implement a sophisticated multi-stage
reverse auction process to facilitate 100/20 Mbps deployments across all but the most remote parts of
the state. This ensured that even the most remote areas were able to receive at least 25/4 Mbps service
for $60 per month.150

● Washington used one of the nation’s earliest nonprofit, open-access, middle-mile networks, owned
and controlled by several Public Utility Districts representing communities across the state, to
encourage rural localities and private broadband providers to connect remote residents.151 Its Rural
Broadband Program offers grants to facilitate further rural wireline deployments at speeds of at least
100/20 Mbps.152

● Minnesota’s long-standing commitment to state-level broadband leadership has combined its forward-thinking Border to Border Broadband Development Grant Program and coordination with
state offices with community leaders like the Blandin Foundation.153 With grants announced at the
beginning of 2020, the Minnesota efforts will connect almost 50,000 homes and businesses to broadband.154 Importantly, Minnesota is awarding grants that require new construction to be capable of
scaling to at least 100/100 Mbps.155

● The Illinois Office of Broadband, housed within the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity, is responsible for administering the $400 million Connect Illinois broadband
infrastructure grant program to facilitate deployment scalable to 100/100 Mbps or better by 2028.
To support this investment, the office is implementing a holistic strategy that includes state mapping
of broadband assets, including available technology and levels of service; the Illinois Connected Communities program to promote community broadband planning and capacity building; and efforts to
expand digital literacy, adoption, and inclusion.
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Even the nature of local broadband providers differs state by state. Some, like Maine and Massachusetts,
have robust middle-mile networks; others, like California, are served by a handful of national and regional
providers; some, like Minnesota, feature small, but critical, local telephone companies and fixed-wireless
providers; while places like Tennessee are served by rural electric cooperatives that are expanding into
broadband. Some—like California, Illinois, and Michigan—boast statewide research and educational
networks that provide connectivity to colleges, universities, and K-12 schools. Michigan’s Merit Network
provides assistance to local communities that confront a lack of broadband connectivity. These make
a difference: Brian Whitacre and Roberto Gallardo present econometric analyses that “demonstrate a
consistently positive impact of state broadband funding on availability.”156
The fundamental advantage is this: State, tribal, and local governments are not thousands of miles away. They
are accessible to local needs and the broadband companies that provide the service. Pew Charitable Trusts’
expert Anna Read offers concrete examples of different ways that state and local leaders are taking concrete
action: “In some cases, that’s as simple as offering a ‘broadband ready’ certification to communities that meet
certain qualifications. In others, it’s using policy to clarify that cooperatives can provide broadband—or
that they can be formed for the express purpose of providing broadband services.”157 But the bottom line is
this: State, tribal, and local governments can achieve results through local knowledge, planning, and active
stakeholder engagement.
The impact of connectivity gaps is felt locally, and some of the most critical connectivity problem-solving
is being generated locally. That should create a natural incentive to support state, tribal, and local efforts,
including through federal investment.
But the federal government, particularly the Federal Communications Commission, seems to want to put the
brakes on state efforts. This year, the FCC will award more than $16 billion to deploy broadband in unserved
areas through its Rural Digital Opportunity Fund. But the FCC inexplicably—and wrongly—curbed the
ability of applicants to use both federal and state funds to maximum effect to build the best networks. As
Commissioner Geoffrey Starks explained, the FCC’s stance serves to “discourage badly needed state-federal
partnerships [and] risk unequal application of the rules between states.”158
Also, the process of applying for federal support can be simplified: State, tribal, and local governments
should be able to provide much-needed benefits without navigating through pages and pages of complicated
requirements. Take the application guide for the USDA ReConnect program, which is 238 pages long
and burdensome. For example, we have heard from state officials and local schools and libraries that the
requirements of obtaining federal assistance are discouraging participation,159 and, as Francella Ochillo
emphasizes, “nationwide connectivity issues cannot be solved without state and local perspectives.”160
The United States is not a single homogeneous economy. State, tribal, and local governments are most
familiar with how broadband programs can work within their own regional economic strategies, jobs
programs, and distinct state laws. They not only are better able to design flexible and tailored employment
options that address the needs of their people and their local economy; they stand ready to take up the mantle
of broadband leadership.
The federal government should make it easier for state, tribal, and local governments to lead in broadband
policy.
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As the recent report from the Pew Charitable Trusts authored by Kathryn de Wit and
Anna Read demonstrates, states are finding innovative and creative ways to advance their
broadband goals—stepping up with stakeholder outreach, capacity building, funding,
program evaluation, and plenty of public-private partnerships. West Virginia’s Broadband
Enhancement Council recognized that broadband would be crucial to the state’s economic
development, especially those areas that have been affected by mine closures.161 A focus
on broadband’s potential to revitalize communities has allowed the state to use federal
Kathryn de Wit
economic development funds for broadband, including the Community Development
Block Grant and the Abandoned Mine Land Grant.162
State, tribal, and local governments can experiment with pragmatic solutions that solve the whole broadband
problem—from building networks to ensuring that people, like the newly unemployed, have the resources
and skills to use broadband.163 Pew’s report describes how, after a 2017 survey showed that only 40 percent
of Tennesseans with access to broadband networks actually subscribed, Tennessee’s broadband grant program
changed to incentivize applicants to develop plans to increase adoption: “Providers receive additional points
on their applications by coupling their infrastructure build-out with digital literacy programs, low-income
assistance programs, and awareness campaigns.”164
Virginia is a good example of what state leadership can achieve for broadband. In the midst of the COVID-19
crisis, the General Assembly is considering Governor Ralph Northam’s request to increase funding to bring
better broadband to all Virginians. Such support is important, as students stay home and learn, adults stay
home and work, and seniors stay home even as they visit their doctor.
Virginia’s broadband challenges are multifaceted. In rural areas, nearly a third of households have no access
to broadband.165 More than 600,000 Virginians have only one wired service provider, leaving them with
no option to switch if they are dissatisfied with their service.166 In urban communities where broadband is
available, it may not be affordable. In fact, the census tracts with the lowest broadband adoption rates in the
Commonwealth are not in rural Virginia but in Richmond.167
The new funding would support a stronger Virginia Telecommunication Initiative program. Just this year,
that grant program was improved by prioritizing networks that are willing to serve everyone in a location,
including less densely populated neighborhoods.168 And more parts of Virginia are now eligible for grants.169
With state, tribal, and local governments showing the way on broadband internet access, the federal government
should support—not hamper—them. It’s time to build a comprehensive broadband agenda, informed by state,
tribal, and local leadership and innovation. The sooner we do so, the sooner we will reap the boundless benefits
that come when every person can use a robust connection from their home to the internet.
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VI

Conclusion
Crises bend the arc of history, and our current health, economic, and social-justice challenges will as well. In
times of crisis, taking the long view is important. Again and again in American history, national emergencies
and threats have been the fulcrum for improvement in our communications infrastructure.
Technology is a tool; it is neither by itself utopia nor dystopia. But it is a tool that can be used to improve
society.
Samuel Morse thought his telegraph would bring world peace.170 It did not. During the Civil War, the first
transcontinental telegraph spanned the nation, and it was critical to Abraham Lincoln’s management of the
war effort.171
Frederick Douglass believed, as he explained in late 1861, that new technologies of communication, such
as newly invented photography, would set his people free by telling the truth about their humanity and
“challeng[ing] a sea of racist stereotypes.”172 Douglass, then the most photographed person in the world,173
ended that speech by reminding his audience that the railroad “and the small ticking sound of the telegraph
are alike prophecies of hope to the philanthropist, and warnings to the systems of slavery, superstition, and
oppression to get themselves away to the murky shades of barbarism.”174 Frederick Douglass’s prophesy has
been, as Barack Obama said in July 2020, “a constant work in progress.”175
In the 20th century, photography captured the central role of Black suffragettes176 and the despair of the
Depression, such as in Walker Evans’s famous images; and then, supplemented by video and television, it both
revealed the savagery of attacks on civil rights advocates on the Edmund Pettus Bridge and spread the images,
words, and cadence of Dr. Martin Luther King’s dream.177
This is American history, and American history needs to be learned and its lessons amplified even as it
continues to be written—with 21st century technologies. The importance of broadband-enabled technologies
to the fight for social justice is blindingly obvious: The truth of the deaths of George Floyd178 and Ahmaud
Arbery179 were both recorded on smartphones and shared over broadband networks.
Schoolchild after schoolchild has stood and pledged liberty and justice for all. Liberty includes economic and
social opportunity for all. One religious tradition tells us, in an admonition valued by Supreme Court Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg,180 “Justice, justice you shall pursue.”181 Broadband is only a tool, but in the months
since the publication of our 2019 report, broadband has shown itself to be a tool that has magnified the
upheld beacon of justice.
We know now what we need to know: High-Performance Broadband connections are an essential pathway to
full participation and equal opportunity in our society, our economy, and our democracy. The time to fulfill
that promise—and to realize that prophesy—is now.
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